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Using recently developed infinite-momentum techniques, we study the asymptotic behavior
of the three-point function in quantum electrodynamics (massive photons) by summing the
leading behavior of the perturbation series. We find that the leading diagrams are those in
which photons are exchanged in all permutations across the external photon insertion. When
the fermion lines are on-shell, we confirm an earlier speculation of Jackiw based on a fourth-
order calculation, namely, that the vertex exponentiates in the form u (p&)A"u(p;)
= u(p&)y u(p;)e @, where C = (e /167r ) ln (Q /p, ). In a fashion which is reminiscent of
eikonalization in a scattering process, 4 is characteristic of single-photon exchange across
the vertex. We also identify and compute an 0(e4) contribution to 4 coming from vacuum po-
larization. We discuss the concept of infinite-momentum pathways, the possibility of expo-
nentiation in scalar theories, and speculate on extensions of our work.

I. INTRODUCTION

Considerable progress has recently been made in
the calculation of the high-energy asymptotic be-
havior of scattering amplitudes through summation
of the leading terms of infinite sets of perturbation
theory diagrams. ' It is in precisely such asymp-
totic limits, where the effects of resonanc|;s and
other local properties should be smoothed out,
that one can hope to see general features suggested
by field theories. Interest in this worthwhile ac-
tivity has been heightened by, among other things,
the experimental discovery in inelastic electron-
proton scattering of an apparent pointlike sub-
structure in the proton and other questions of
scaling in high-energy reactions. '

So far most work has been devoted to the study
of two-particle- two-particle processes and, more
recently, two-particle —n-particle' processes.
An important breakthrough behind this work has
been the development of "infinite-momentum"'
techniques which allow the extraction of leading
asymptotic terms of perturbation-theory diagrams
without recourse to the usual Feynman paramet-
rization. We report in this work a calculation for
a well-defined gauge-invariant set of diagrams of
the asymptotic momentum-transfer behavior of the
elastic form factor in spinor-vector field theory
[quantum electrodynamics (QED) with massive
photonsj. We make use of the "infinite-momentum"
techniques, appropriately modified, in our work
and find that they lead to considerable simplifica-
tion, as was the case for scattering amplitudes.

The asymptotic behavior of the nucleon form
factor in pseudoscalar pion-nucleon field theory,
with and without isospin, has been extensively
studied in a recent admirable paper by Applequist
and Primack. ' We ignore isospin throughout all

our work and refer the interested reader to Ref.
5 for a demonstration of the extreme difficulties
generated by the introduction of isospin, as well
as an excellent review of previous attempts to
study the asymptotic behavior of three-point func-
tions from various points of view.

The elastic form factor for spinor-vector field
theory, the object of this paper, has been partially
examined previously. Cassandro and Cini' com-
puted the asymptotic behavior of all uncrossed-
ladder diagrams, and more recently Jackiw' com-
puted in addition the contribution of the lowest,
fourth-order crossed-ladder diagram. On the
basis of his calculations Jackiw conjectured that
the contribution from the sum of all crossed- and
uncrossed- ladder diagrams would exponentiate in
the form

m(p, )A~(q', p,'= m', p.'= m') u(p. )

where Q2 is the asymptotically large momentum
transfer. (See Sec. II for the definition of other
quantities in this equation. )

The major contribution we are reporting here is
a proof that this conjecture is indeed true to all
orders, and that nonladder contributions are not as
asymptotically large. With no extra work we are
also able to calculate and show the exponentiation
of the form factor for off-shell fermions p,'c m',
p, ' g m', and in the far-off-shell limit Q' » ~p, '~,

~p, '~ »m' we recover the result obtained long ago
by Sudakov. ' So far not included are photon-photon
scattering insertions.

,
We also discuss the cases

of scalar-vector field theory (Appendix B) as well
as a theory with only scalar fields.
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An outline of our paper is as follows. In Sec. II
we present the relevant kinematics and notation.
In Sec. III we study in some detail low-order dia-
grams for this process. The purpose of Sec. III
is to give the reader some feel for the approxima-
tions involved and as to why the infinite-momentum-
variable approach is a particularly simple one to
use. We also identify which types of diagrams give
the leading behavior and which types contribute
only to nonleading terms. In Sec. IV we study the
more general case. We show how the sum over
multiple-photon exchange, which contributes the
leading terms in any order, leads to a falling ex-
ponential whose argument depends only on single-
photon exchange. In Sec. V. we show how the re-
sults of the previous section can and cannot be
applied to simple three-point scalar theories. The
discussion of Sec. V revolves around the simple
identification of infinite-momentum pathways. We
find problems similar to those which have been
found in the study of scattering in scalar theories,
namely "shortcuts" for infinite momentum which
wreck the simple exponentiation of leading terms.

In Sec. VI we present our conclusions and some
speculations.

In Appendix A we study a certain key integral
which arises in all orders. In Appendix B we
examine the (trivial) modifications in the scalar-
vector theory.

II. KINEMATICS AND NOTATION

The object of our study is the vertex
A" (q', p,', p, ') which describes the absorption of
a virtual photon of 4-momentum q by a fermion of
4-momentum P„resulting in a final fermion of
4-momentum p, =p, +q. [See Fig. 1(a).] We carry
out all calculations for values of q', the squared
momentum transfer, which are spacelike (q' &0)
and large in magnitude compared to all other pa-
rameters (masses) in the problem. Our experience
with calculations for lowest-order diagrams in the
large timelike region of q' indicates that the dis-
persive (real) part of the vertex is always at least
one power of ln~q'~ larger than the absorptive (im-
aginary} part Thus w.e believe that our answer
for large spacelike values may be freely continued
to the large timelike region and remains valid.

The object of greatest physical interest is the
vertex with both fermions on shell, namely
P,'=P&'= m'. However, it is useful and no more
work to simultaneously handle the off-mass-shell
case and we do so. For technical convenience we
will suppose that when p,' and p~ a,re off shell it
is in the spacelike direction, namely,

P ' = m ' ~ m' P&' =—m&' ~ m .

u(p, )A" (q', m', m'}u(p, )

= u(p, )[E,(q') y&+ fc"'q"E,(q'}]u(p, ).

(2.2)

When we calculate below the leading contribution
to Eq. (2.2) in each order of perturbation theory

Pbh

(aj (b)

FIG. 1. (a) The three-point process we study. q is
spacelike. (b) A convenient coordinate system puts all
three particles collinear along the s axis.

Since q' is spacelike, we are free to go to a
(Breit) frame where q =0. We denote the space
part of q in such a frame by Q' and suppose it to
lie along the +z direction. Thus -q„q"= Q'Q' -=Q'
will always denote a positive quantity. There is no
loss of generality in further assuming that the
space parts of p, and p~ have only z components as
drawn in Fig. 1 (b). As Q'-~, particle a is
moving rapidly in the -z direction and b is moving
rapidly in the +z direction. In view of this it is
natural, therefore, to use the so-called "infinite-
momentum" variables' which are a simple rotation
of the usual space-time components of 4-vectors.
Instead of denoting a 4-vector a" by (a', a', a', u'}
we denote it by (a+, a, a-), where a'=ao+as and
a= (a', a') denotes a 2-vector in the xy plane. In
terms of these variables a 5 = —,'(a'5 + a b') —a b;
in particular the mass shell condition is
a'=a'a -a'.

These variables are useful because particle a,
moving rapidly (for Q -~) in the negative z direc-
tion, has a large p, and a small, O(l/p, ), p,' com-
ponent. Conversely, particle b, moving rapidly in
the positive z direction, has a large p', and a small
PQ ~

Thus for Q'-~ we have in this special frame

q" =(Q, o, —Q),

p. =(m.'/Q, O, Q)+O(1/Q', 0, 1/Q), (2.1)

p, = (Q, O, m, '/Q)+O(1/Q, O, 1/Q'),

where Q'» (m, '), )m,'( and Q&0.
Finally, we briefly recall the well-known des-

cription of the elastic form factors. The on-shell
vertex has the form
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we find a result proportional to uy u, where y'
stands for y" or y'. This indicates that, at least
for the diagrams we consider, E,(q')/F, (q')
=O(1/Q') as Q'-~. This is not a surprising result
and is in accord with experiment as well as other
theoretical considerations. Physically it corre-
sponds to the conservation of the fermion's helicity.
Except that F, is asymptotically smaller than E»
we learn nothing from our work about F,.

For the off-shell vertex, the spinors in Eq. (2.2)
are replaced by projection operators and a more
general decomposition involving twelve form factors
holds. If we introduce

III. LOW-ORDER CALCULATIONS

We examine in this section the asymptotic be-
havior of the second- and fourth-order diagrams
which contribute to the vertex. Special attention is
paid to what approximations can and cannot be made
in the integrand before the loop integrations are
performed. We show which diagrams contribute
most strongly as Q'-~ and calculate the precise
contributions of these diagrams. The insight ob-
tained from these lower-order calculations will
enable us to generalize our results to all orders in
Sec. IV.

A, (p)=(2m} '(m ap), (2 3) A. Calculation of Order e

then the general structure of the fully off-shell
vertex may be written

A" (q', P~', P.') = A. (P&}(F,y"+iF.o""q'+ F,q")A,(P.)

+A (p,}(F,y"+iF,o"'q'+ F,q")A (p, )

+A, (p,)(F,y"+ iF,o"'q'+ F,q~)A (p.)

+ A (p,)(F„y"+i F»crI" q" + F»q" )A, (p, ).

(2.4)

In Eq. (2.4) each of the twelve form factors is a
function of the three scalar variables q', p, ' = m, ',
P,'= m, '. On shell, only F», are coupled and

Charge-conjugation invariance implies

CA„'(-p. , -p, )C-' = -A„(p„p.), (2.5)

where C is the usual charge-conjugation matrix
satisfying Cr =-C and Cy" rC ' = —y". Equation (2.5)
yields the following conditions on the twelve form
factors:

The only diagrams which contribute to this order
are shown in Fig. 2. Let us first consider Fig. 2(a)
and initially neglect the numerator of the Feynman
integral which arises from the spins of the fermions
and the photon. One has

I'"'=ie', [(p +k)' —m'+is) 'd k
(2m)'

&&[(p, +k)' —m'+i'm] '(k' —p, '+ie) ',

(3.1)
where we have given the photon a mass p, to avoid
uninteresting infrared difficulties. We may approx-
imate the fermion propagators by

(p, +k)' —m'+ie=k'(Q+k ) —a+if+0(1/Q),
(3.2)

(p, + k)' —m'+ i e = k (Q + k') —b+ i e + O(1/Q},

Pp

F;(q', Pg', P.') = F;(q', P.', Ps'), i=1, 2, 4, 5

F,(q', P&', P.') = F, (q', P.', P~'),—

F,(q, p, ', p, ') = F„,(q', p,', p, '), k = I, 8

FQ(q', Ps', P.') = —F,.(q', P.', Pg')

(2.6)

We will see that our calculations give, up to
powers of lnQ', A" (q', p,', p, ') -y'y y .

This implies that for Q'»(m, (, )m~ (, only the
charge-type form factors are large, namely,

F,(Q, m, m, )= F;(Q', m, m, )+O(1/Q ),

(a)

i=4, 7, 10

F;(Q', m, ', m, ')/F, (Q', m~', m, ') = O(1/Q'),

j=2, 3, 5, 6, 8, 9, 11,12

as Q'-~. Thus equipped, we now turn to the cal-
culation of the three-point function.

(c)

FIG. 2. The three diagrams of second order. (b) and
(c) merely generate mass and wave-function renormali-
zation.
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and write the photon propagator (no approximation) I &» - (I/Q2)in3Q2

k —p'+ zc = k'k -6+ zE,

where for convenience we have introduced

a =k'+m' -m

5-k +m -m

4=k + p.

(3.3}

(3 4)

Actually, as we shall see immediately from a more
careful treatment, one of the logarithmic factors
coming from the small k', k- region cancels because
of oddness of the integrand, and the true asymptotic
behavior is

r&" -(1/q')ln'q'

Using d'k= ,'d'—k dk dk', we cast Eq. (3.1) into the
form

28 + 00 + oo1' = d k dk dk' k' +k —a+is2(2v}'

x [k-(Q+ k') —k+ ie]-'(k'k- —.~+ze)-'.

(3.5)

All integrations in Eq. (3.5) are convergent, so the

neglect of the O(1/Q} corrections in Eq. (3.2) which

we have made in writing Eq. (3.5) is fully justified.
The most gross approximation would be to fur-

ther neglect the O(Q') terms in Eq. (3.2), i.e., to
simplify the first two factors in the integrand
according to [k'(Q+ k-) —a][k (Q+ k') —b]- Q'k'k-.
We would have then logarithmic divergences coming
from the regions of small k', small k, and large k'
suggesting

I

Except for this cancellation, the insights gained
from this most gross approximation are valid and

provide a powerful guide in the higher orders. For
the sake of discussion we shall refer to the lnQ'
coming from the large k' = Q' region as an ultra-
violet logarithm, and the lnQ' coming from the
small k', k region as an infrared logarithm. "
Because of the cancellation just mentioned of a
potential infrared ln'Q', it is not possible to pre-
cisely assign the single infrared lnQ' which does
occur to either the small-k' or small-k- integration,
even though w'e may sometimes appear to be doing
so when we are drawing attention to certain regions
of integration.

Return now to Eq. (3.5) and carry out the k'
integration by contour integration. Examination
of the ie's reveals that unless k- is restricted to
the interval -Q & k- &0, all poles lie in the lower
k' plane and the integral vanishes identically;
hence

e' 1 " k k k k (a —5) k k-
I ' = — 3

—
2 42k: dk 1+— k 1+———+ 2 6 1+———a

2(2v)'Q' ~ o Q Q Q Q' — Q Q
(3.6)

If we take the limit Q- in this integrand, we see the logarithmic divergences at small k- and large k'

anticipated above. To extract the precise asymptotic form we note first that the O(1/Q') term in the

integrand can be dropped without losing convergence, but not all the O(1/Q) terms In the. vicinity of the
lower limit, (1+k-/Q) & e «1, the numerator vanishes, making it impossible to build up a lnQ' enhancement.
More strongly, in the entire region 0 & (1+k-/Q} & I -e', e' «1, no logarithmic buildup is possible since the

.first denominator factor in the integrand is behaving as (k-)'. Thus we may make the replacement
(1+k /Q)-1 everywhere in Eq. (3.6) without affecting the asymptotic behavior. This leads to the form

(3.V)

The integrand in Eq. (3.V) damps rapidly for
k' &Q', and thus we may cut off the transverse
integrations at k' =XQ2, A. «1 in extracting the
leading asymptotic behavior. " Vfe reserve for
Appendix A evaluation of Eq. (3.V), but merely
quote here the results in two simple regimes. On
shell, m, '=m, '=m', we find [see Eq. (A3)]

g2
I'b~ =+ + ln'(Q'/ p,') + O(Q 'lnQ'). (3.8)

For off the mass shell, Q' » )m, '(, (m„'(»m',
~m, 'm, '~/(Q'p. ')»Q' [see Eq. (A4)],

I'' =+, ln, ln, +0 Q 'lnQ

(3.9)

The latter limit is the one examined by Sudakov. '
Thus we have established the crucial result that

the dominant asymptotic behavior comes from
regions of integration where all components of k

are less than Q." In the light of this we may go
back to Eq. (3.5} and make the replacements
Q+k. -Q, Q+k'-Q. Doing so, and performing
the now simpler k' integration by contour inte-
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gration, we find immediately without further
approximation an equation which differs from
(3.7) only in repl'acement of the lower limit of the
k- integration by -~. However, the region from
-eQ to -~ cannot contribute a logarithm, so this
change is insignificant.

Let us now return to the more physical case of
fermions and photons with spin. The integrand in
Eq. (3.1) acquires a numerator":

N" (Q, k) =-u(p, )y (p, +)+ m)y" g, +k'+ m)y"u(p, }

(3.10)
The presence of the two powers of the loop mo-
mentum in N leads to the well-known ultraviolet
divergence of the vertex in QED. We renormalize
this divergence by subtracting the integrand from
itself at Q=O,

d k N" (Q, k) N" (O, k) (3 1'1}
(2v) D(Q, k) D(0, k)

where D(Q k) stands for the three propagator
factors in Eq. (3.1). After this renormalization
has been made, and we take the large-Q' limit,
the important range of integration is again k
bounded by Q, i.e., ~k'~&eQ, as in the scalar
case. Thus all the previous approximations we
made for D remain valid and, moreover, we may
neglect k in comparison to Q in evaluating N(Q, k).
To see this, remove the subtraction term by
differentiating Eq. (3.11}once with respect to Q
(prime denotes this differentiation),

We simplify:

p, + p+ m = -,'(p,'+ k' }y-+ —,'(p, + k )y'- (p, +k) .y + m

=kQr'+0(Q'),

8&+8+ m= 2Qr +-0(Q'),

(3.14a)

(3.14b)

where y' =y'+y' and y =(y', y'}. Convenient and
frequently used properties of these combinations
of y matrices are

(3.14c)

In the off-shell case we must put instead

N" (Q -")= - 2Q'( 'r'r'-r -) (3.17)

Substituting Eqs. (3.8) and (3.16) into Eq. (3.13) and
integrating once with respect to Q, we have the
desired result:

2

A~&, ~=—,uy u ln'(Q'/u')+ 0 (ln(Q'/p. ')},

When spinors are present, one may use

y+u(P, ) =0(m/Q)u(P, ), y+y u(P, ) =[4+0(1/Q)]u(P, ),

(3.15)

u(p, )y = 0(m/Q}u(p, ), u(p, )y'y = [4+0 (1/Q)]u(p, ).
Using these relations, we find immediately

N" (Q- ) =- (-'Q)' 'u(P )r'r-r"y'r u(P )

= —2Q'uy u. (3.16}

A~(,') =ie' d'k N" Q, k]
DQ, k

(3.12)

Both terms in Eq. (3.12) converge by themselves
and have a large-k behavior identical to the scalar
case, Eq. (3.1}. For the first term this is true
because N"' loses one power of k through the
differentiation and loses a second power by sym-
metry; the second term in the integrand has an
additional k' factor in the denominator compen-
sating the k' growth of N" at large k.

Thus we may simplify N" [Eq. (3.10)] by neglect-
ing k everywhere compared to Q, and hence as-
ymptotically

A(, )
=N" (Q- )1'"(Q)+N"(Q- )1 "'(Q)

=[N~(Q -)r&'&(Q)]'. (3.13)

(3.18)

and a similar result in the off-shell case. In fact
we shall always be able to first evaluate the
vertex for the (convergent} scalar case and then
multiply by the numerator function which describes
the spin degrees of freedom with the limit Q-
naively taken. One way to view this result is to
note that terms in the numerator proportional to
k do not cancel with Q"s in the denominator and
are thus asymptotically small when renormalized
compared to those terms for which the Q"s in the
denominator are cancelled. The details of vertex
renormalizations are thereby completely. bypassed.

The remaining diagrams of 0(e') are those of
Fig. 2(b) and Fig. 2(c). These merely generate
fermion mass and wave-function renormalizations
and can be ignored. '» Let us turn now to the 0(e»)
diagrams and put to use the lessons we have
learned.

Q. Order-e4 Calculation

The diagrams in 0(e') are shown in Fig. 3. Let us first study diagram 3(a} with loop momenta k„k,
chosen as indicated, and numerator terms due to spin suppressed:
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2

r&,.&
=

(
„d'», &('»', &((&, dk I&((; &(k; ().; k, —a, + '&)-'(a; (&, -~, +(a)-'(()a;-&(+(&)-'

x [Q(k,'+k,') —a»+fe] '(-Qk, -b, +fe) '[Q(k, +k;)-b»+is] (3.19)

where, in analogy to Eq. (3.4),

h)=k- + p

a, =k,'+m'-m, ', a»=(k, +k,)'+m'-m, ',
b, =k,'+m' —m,', b„=(k,+k,)'+m'-m, '.

In writing Eq. (3.19) we have immediately made the approximations of Eq. (3.2) as well as those discussed
just before Eq. (3.7); the justification for these can be made just as before. Carrying out the k,' and k,'
integrations by contour methods, we have

e' 1I &,.)=,—, d'k, d'k, dk-,
) 0

(k2 —b, /Q)(k, + k, —b»/Q) (6, —k, a~/Q)(k, 6, + k;62 —k, k, a»/Q)
'

(3.20}

If we were to evaluate the above integral, it is straightforward to see that because of the presence of k; in
the numerator we may safely take the limit Q-~ in the first denominator factor of the integrand. That is
k, (k, —b,/Q) '- 1 does not affect the asymptotic behavior in Q', and cannot build up a logarthmic enhance-
ment. This approximation- a very important one in what follows —can be verified by carrying out the plus
integrations with no approximations beyond those of Eq. (3.2).

Rather than carrying out further reduction of Eq. (3.20) it is advantageous to stop here and examine the
crossed diagram 3(b}. We will see that both diagrams have the same asymptotic Q dependence and that
the sum of the two turns out to have a particularly simple form. Labeling the loop momenta as shown and
approximating the propagators as in Eq. (3.19) we find, after carrying out the k» k,' contour integrals,

e 1r(„)= },—, dkdk, dk;
0

(k~ —b,/Q)(k, + k2 —b»/Q) (h2 —k2 a2/Q)(k2 h~+ k, 62 —k~ k2 a,2/Q)

(3.21)

Forming now the combination I'[„~+I[»~, we have for the integrand common terms multiplied by

(
k, 1 (k, +k, +b,/Q)

k, + b,/Q (k, + k2 —b,2/Q) (k, + b, /Q)(k, + k2 —b,2/Q)
(3.22)

Knowing that the small k, , k; is the only source of (infrared) logarithms in the k, , integrations, we see
that we may further simplify the right-hand side of Eq. (3.22) to

k, +km +b,/Q
(k, + b,/Q)(k, + k, —b„/Q) &-" ( '

The integrand, I„„ofI'~„~+F~»~ is now, up to constants,

I„,= kx -Q I
&2-

Q
k, &, +k, &, —k, k,

Q&
(3.23)

Our final technique is to symmetrize the expression (3.23) with respect to k, and k, . This gives, in place
of Eq. (3.23)

1 k, n, +k, h, —O(1/Q, l/Q') ~b
' k, h, '

~b
-' k, g,

Again we may selectively set Q- wherever it will not introduce an "infrared" divergence. This brings
I„~ to its final form:

(3.24)
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pN

In obtaining the form of Eq. (3.24) we have
achieved the remarkable result of completely de-
coupling the remaining k, and k, integrals.
Further, I„, is, except for the over-all 1/2!,
precisely the square of the lowest-order result,
Eq. (3.7). Thus

I'(3.)+F(so) =2) (I' }'~(x) 2

The numerator spin factors for diagrams 3(a)
and 3(b) are equal as Q- ~ . This is clear since
they differ only in the k» k, variables which we

drop asymptotically. Thus to leading order,

+(g ) +(gb) u(p~) y94y9by "Ay J.y'u(p. }

=(Q/2)'u(pa)y'y y'y y'y'y y'y u(p. )

= ( —2Q')'u(p, )y'u(p, }. (3.25}

Hence, our final fourth-order result for diagrams
3(a) and 3(b) is

FIG. 3. The relevant fourth-order diagrams. (a) and

(b) are asymptotically leading and sum to a simple form.
(c) and (d) are not asymptotically leading. Furthermore
the sum of their leading terms cancels. {e) is separately
gauge-invariant.

i(p+m) iQ+m}, . , iQ+m)
p'- ' p'- """p-" (3.27)

where p -=p, +k. The self-energy Z (p) has the gen-
eral form

~ (p) =&(p')0-m)+&(p'), (3.26)

where A and 8 are divergent functions in pertur-
bation theory. The statement that m is the phys-
ical fermion mass requires that

z(p)u(p)=O, p'=m',

the desired convergence in all loop integrations.
In order e', when we integrated to find the vertex
itself, the single (unknown) constant of integration
was small compared to In'(Q'/1('). This time
there is the possibility of an additive polynomial
of up to second order in Q'. Weinberg's theorem, "
however, assures us immediately that the additive
polynomial can actually have no higher than con-
stant terms. Hence our result. ]

To complete the fourth-order calculation it
remains to show that the vertex corrections, Figs.
3(c) and 3(c') and the fermion self-energy inser-
tions, Figs. 3(d) and 3(d'), are asymptotically
small compared to what we have already calculated.
We will see that separateIy these diagrams
contribute -ln'Q', and hence are down by one
power of lnQ' compared to diagrams 3(a) and 3(b).
However, it is further true that the ln'Q' cancels
between diagrams 3(c) and 3(d) [and between 3(c')
and 3(d')], leaving a contribution of at most
O(in~ Q2) .

The vacuum polarization insertion, Fig. 3(e), is
itself gauge invariant and will be discussed last.

To demonstrate these points, it turns out to be
more convenient to use the spectral function
representation for the self-energy insertions and
to exploit the information contained in the Ward-
Takahashi identity about the vertex, rather than
to calculate straightforwardly as we have pre-
viously done. Let us begin with the self-energy
insertion, Fig. 3(d}; Fig. 3(d ) gives an identical
contribution.

This diagram is the same as the leading O(e')
diagram [(Fig. 2(a)] except for the replacement
in the right-hand fermion line

~~&,.„„=—,(-2Q I"))'-(p,)y'. (p„); (3.26)
hence

s(m') =o. (3.29)

off-shell, uy u- ——,'y'y y . [The generalization
of the trick we used in second order to show that,
after renormalization, the integration region
~k,

" J~ eQ is unimportant is simply to consider A"

differentiated three times with respect to Q. After
differentiation, both the crossed- and more
troublesome uncrossed-ladder diagrams will have

It is convenient to introduce the following de-
composition:

A(p') =- A(m')+ (p' —m')A(p')

-=A(m') + (p' —m')A(m') + (p' —m')'X(p')

(3.30)
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and similarly for B(p') T. he quantities A, A, and

j9 are finite in perturbation theory. In terms of
these quantities we may rewrite the right-hand
side of Eq. (3.27):

i(P+m) Z (p)(p+m)-m')'

2 L2+iQf+m}[A(P )+2mB(P )]+B(P ),

(3.31)

where the constant L' =A(m'}+ 2mB(m') =1 —Z, '
is recognized as the fermion wave-function re-
normalization.

The first term on the right-hand side of Eq.
(3.31) clearly contributes the same O(ln'Q') as the
O(e') diagram, Fig. 2(a); it is simply part of the

, coupling-constant renormalization. " In the re-
maining part of Eq. (3.31}only the term -P is
important; recall P--,'Qy' at large Q.

We now write a dispersion relation (spectral

representation) for the quantity A(P')+ 2mB (P'},

A-(p), 2 B(p) =1 d"p(;)
7T (m+p) 2 (F —P

where" to O(e')

e2 Al/3(o2 m2 P2)
p(2)( } 4 y( 2 2)2

(3.32)

0'+ P'-m'x (o' —3m') —(o'+m')
2{x

(3.33)

b, (x, y, z) = x2+y2+z2 —2xy —2xz —2yz.

As c'-~, p(o') -o ', guaranteeing that the dis-
persion relation (3.32) is convergent.

The spectral form, Eq. (3.22), is extremely
convenient since we may immediately write down
the contribution of diagram 3(d) in terms of our
lower order -result, Eq. (3.7},

1 82 0 (- 2Q')
A(l) ——— do'p(a'), d'k dk

(m+(~' ( "} ™(k Q —b)[k (k'+o' —m ') —QA]
(3.34)

The precise value of this integral at large Q' depends on the value of the external masses m, ' and m, '. The
result is always -ln'Q', however. For simplicity, let us illustrate the on-shell case m, '=m, '=m' only.
Carrying out the k integrations in Eq. (3.34), as discussed in Appendix A, we have

e'

y + (,~

O'In[(v'-m')/Q'] (Q') (v' —m') (3.35)

The dominant contribution to I'(„~ comes from the range of e', where p(o) -1/v' and o' & Q', more
precisely, p'/e' &o' & eQ', e, e' «1. The contribution from all other a' regions is a lnQ' or more smaller.
Thus

da ————
2 ln —, :, ln —, +ln —,

e2 2 2
ln' —, + O(ln'(Q'/ p,'}). (3.36)

Let us turn now to the vertex correction, Fig. 3(c). It contributesi, -u(pb) y"(g5(, + k+m) y" (J(', + k+ m)A(, )(k', (p, + k)', m') u(p, )
(2(()' (k' - p,')[(P + k)' -m'][(P, + k)' -m']

Q d, u(p, )y'y-y" (p. + p+m)A(, )u(p. )
(»)' 4 (k'-p')(Qk -&)[(p.+k)'-m']' (3.37)

where for convenience we again have illustrated the on-shell case. In Eq. (3.37) A(, ~', is the O(e') (half) off-
shell vertex previously studied in its asymptotic form in Eq. (3.18). '[See also Eq. (A4).] We define
p =-p, + k and use Eq. (2.4) to write the general structure

A"(k, (p+k), m )u(p, )= (y 6:,+ic~" „k62k+6'~)u(p, )+ ™
(y "6'»+icr 'k, 5»+k "6»)u(p, }2m 2m

(3.38}
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The denominators in Eq. (3.37) are identical. to the
O(e') vertex. We saw there that the dominant Q'

behavior came from the region (P, + k)' -=p'=m' and

large k' (p' &k' &Q'). We learned, too, that in
precisely this region all but the Dirac (r "}type
form factors fall at large photon masses and thus
we may use in Eq. (3.27) the bounds

[5,(k', P', m }(
-const ~+, , i = 2, 3, 11, 12.1

k2 +~21

Besides suppression at large k' that this implies,
the coefficients of these form factors in the numer-
ator of Eq. (3.37}bring about further suppression
of the large Q' behavior. F, and 5» have a coeffi-
cient k which suppresses an infrared logarithm.

$, and 5'y] have coefficients k or k which suppress
a logarithm or vanish by symmetry, respectively.
Thus all contributions from the $2 3 yy y2 terms to
Eq. (3.37) are safely & O(ln'Q'). '

Retaining only F, and Sypy the numerator in Eq.
(3.37) may be simplified to

'(-'Q)u(P-a-)r'r (r"kQr')5', r

(5', —&,.)r"r u(P.).

(3.39)

The first term in this expression is, except for the
factor of 8:„ identical to the 0 (e') calculation
(r'r"r =r'r r ); the second term we shall see is
small. "

First we write the generalized Ward- Takahashi
identity for one particle on-shell,

k A (k, P', m )u(P, ) = [P-m- Z (p)] u(p, ), (3.40)

relating the divergence of the vertex to the self-
energy function. Substituting the general forms
from Eqs. (3.28) and (3.38), one finds two indepen-
dent equations which can be solved to yield"

—(&()2 —m3) 5, = (P —m2)A(P )+ 2mB(P')

k
+2 [(P'+3m')S, -(P'-m')8'~]

- (P'-m')(P, —8:„)=2m[B(P')+k'8:,]. (3.41)

These equations may now be inserted into the
numerator of Eq. (3.37), Eq. (3.39). The 5'3 and

5y2 terms in this numerator, by arguments iden-
tical to those already presented, give contributions
to A("„& no larger than O(ln'(Q /p')) . Therefore we

drop them for the remainder of the discussion. "
The combination (p' m'-)(F, —P„) which appears
in Eq. (3.39) is now given by —2mB(P'), which is
by comparison a full power of Q smaller than the
b, term in Eq. (3.39).

Now compare 5, as given by Eq. (3.41) with the
terms which appear in the same position in the
expression for the diagram 3(d} [see Eq. (3.31)].
We see immediately that

A("„)= -A("„)+O(ln'(Q'/p')), (3.42)

where the O(ln'(Q'/p')) term comes from all the
(i = 2, 3, 11,12) we have neglected. . Thus we have

established the very useful result that while sepa-
rately A("„& and AIM& are -1n'(Q'/p'), the sum A("„&

+A("„) is -ln'Q'. Clearly, the same applies to A|3, ,&

and A("3gi) r

Finally consider the vacuum polarization inser-
tion, Fig. 3(e). Using the same spectral techniques
that we employ for fermion self-energy insertions,
one has after renormalization

e2 2

I'("„)=— ~ v4 ln'(Q'/p')ur'u. (3.44)

(c')(-2Q')1'") (&)'- o'), (3.43)
1

4'
where»), r- -(e'/127()o ' as o'-~. The asymptotic
contribution comes from (1/e') p' & o' & eQ' and is

IV. THE GENERAL CASE

In this section we consider the general case of n photons exchanged across the vertex, permuted in all
possible ways. The diagrams are shown in Fig. 4. As in the second-order case, we first perform contour
integrations over the k', . Since the k'; appear in the photon propagators and in the right-hand fermion
propagators only (they do not appear in the left-hand fermion propagators because the left-hand fermion
line carries large plus component Q compared to which all additive k'; may be neglected), we label all the

diagrams such that the order of the k,. loops are the same for the right-hand side of the vertex. This is
illustrated in Fig. 4. Then the contour integrals over the k, + are the same for all diagrams. From this
point the proof proceeds in two steps. First, we sum over all the diagrams to see that a great simplifica-
tion occurs. Second, we symmetrize the resultant sum to completely decouple the integrand and show that
the integral is the product of the single exchange integrals.

Since we may ignore the k,. in the numerators, these numerators will be the same for all diagrams. The

numerator functions we write in analogy with the numerator of Eq. (3.18}or with Eq. (3.25};
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n yt

N&"&=(-1) u((,)y'"()( ~ )( +m)y "-'((),+)( +((+m)y""- ' y (p, +g)(,.+m y" )( +g)(, +m)
i=1

n

Xy a+ i+ y2 y yf 1 a+ +~ y~& ~ (4.1)

We have

9n+ZP(+~)=~aQy, V.+QP(+m) =kQy',

y+J ~ ~ ~ y+P ~ —y+ ~ ~ ~ y

Then

N(„)=(-1)"2 ~"
Q "u(P()y+y y+ y+y y"y+y y+ y u(P, ).

In the above equation, there are n y 's to the left of y" and n y"s to the right of y". We now use our
reduction techniques to show that

N(„") =(-1)"2"Q'"u(p, )y u(p, ), (4.2)

where again y~ has a perpendicular component only. Thus, after renormalization, 21 we have asymptotically

A("„),= (-2Q')" I"I"'u(p,}y'u(p, }, (4 2)

where 1'~,") is the vertex for the spinless case and i describes any of the n! diagrams in Fig. 4. (Off shell,
replace uy u-- —,'y'y y .)

For definiteness, let us look at the straight ladder, which is the first diagram in Fig. 4. This expression
is

1 =(-ie2)"
2

~„' [Q(k', —!('+ie)] ' [(P,+k„)2—m'+ i ]([e(P, k+„k+„,)' m' i+]e-

n - -1 n 2
" 1

x ~p, +Qk(I'-m'+ie [(p, +k„)'-I'+fe][(p,+k„k„+,)'-m'+fe] ~ ~ ~ p, +g k, -m'+i&
)

' gdk+ Q k+ — +— k+- —"+ ' k++k+ — "'" ' + '
~ ~ ~ k+-

n q n n-1
@ ii=1 i i=1

(4 4)
All but the first term in square brackets of Eq. (4.4) is common to every diagram of Fig. 4; for the
various diagrams this first term varies in having a11 combinations of the k, which appear in the following
sense. Choose a particular k, for the first term (k, —b/Q}, a second k~ to accompany k, in the second
term (k, +k~ —b,~/Q), etc. , until last term is (g,",k; —b, , „ /Q). The factor b. . .which
appears in Eq. (4.4) is just $, +k~+ +k,)'+ m' —m, ', and similar for a, 1

We can now perform the integrations over the k'; by contour methods. We must restrict k-, &0 in order
to get a contribution at all. Given this restriction, we close the 0; contour above to pick up the poles at
k'; =b.,/k-, +ie The res.ult is

I~= Q "—:dk, .
' k„-~ k' 0 — "'" ' k
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Let us now consider the summation of all the n. diagrams of Fig. 4. Each diagram has a form like Eq.
(4.5), but with different permutations of the k; appearing in the first square bracket. Denote this square
bracket by G,"~, where i labels the particular diagram being studied. Let us consider the summation of
the G(,."' over i. In doing so, we find when we rationalize that there are A, , , /Q terms in the numer-
ator; these we may safely ignore as not contributing to the leading behavior. After some algebra we find
that the remainder of the numerator is just

k;+kj k +k, +k, k

Thus

k;+k, k; +k,. +k, ki

By our previous arguments, we may in determining the leading behavior replace

(k, +k ) k, +k. ——" . . . , Mk Wk, —
i=I i=1

by 1, This leaves us with

(4.6)

which is a great simplification for the sum of all diagrams of Fig. 4.
Finally we may perform a symmetrization on the remaining unsymmetrical piece of g;", I","). Since the

sum over the G, is, according to Eq. (4.6), symmetrical, the only remaining unsymmetrical piece is the
second term in square brackets in Eq. (4.5), which we shall call H, "'. In this case the i labels the particu-
lar arbitrary choice of the loop variable ordering along the right-hand fermion leg of Fig. 4. As for G~,."',
when we sum over the H(") and rationalize, we find a;, . . . ,/Q terms in the numerator, which we discard
The remainder of the numerator is

Thus
n! n -1

i
i

i j i i j i

~ ~ ~

i

() ~6;; 6; 6; aga. ~ ~ a

Once again, we may let

$ + 1 i + f y j 'i i 1 02\0 ~ ~ Sff

leaving

(4.7)

The factor k, k, . . . k„cancels with an identical factor in the denominator of Eq. (4.5). Finally we must
accompany the summation of H, "' by a factor I/n!. Thus the sum over all diagrams of Fig. 4 is

(F(1))"
nl

(4 6)
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pbbs

+a

FIG. 4. The leading diagrams in arbitrary order are
photons exchanged across the main vertex permuted in

all possible ways. These diagrams sum to a simple form.

When we put in the numerator function Eq. (4.2),
we find the asymptotic form of the Dirac form fac-
tor in nth order:

~(n} ( 4 )n
1 gt '0 (4.9)

2

F,(Q') = exp —
+ ln'(Q'/ p') (4.11)

Let us now briefly turn to the question of "radi-
ative corrections" without pair production, of which

some examples are shown in Fig. 5. The general
technique for treating such a diagram [Fig. 5(a) for
exampIe] is to use a spectral representation for the

self-energy pieces and Ward- Takahashi identities

where 4 =+ 2Q I'~'~(Q, ng~2, m, ), which sums to the

exponential form

(4.10)

The argument of the exponential now depends upon
the value of 40; we evaluate this quantity in the off-
shell (Sudakov) case or in the on-shell case in

Appendix A. Sudakov's result' holds in the first
case, and in the on-shell case

to relate the vertex corrections- to these self-ener-
gy pieces. It is then straightforward to see, as we
saw in Sec. III, that although the leading power
dependence of these individual diagrams matches
that of the exchange diagrams, namely, no over-
all factors of Q, the number of powers of In(Q'/p, ')
for a given power of e' is at least one less. We

saw in Sec. III, however, a further cancellation
between a gauge-related set of corrections to a
given fermion line, namely Figs. 3(c) and 3(d).
In this case the e'In'(Q'/g') cancelled, leaving a
contribution which is at most O(e'In'(Q'/p, ')), i.e.,
the same number of ln's as the vertex with one
line across. Although we have not yet rigorously
established such a cancellation in general, calcul-
ations beyond those presented here lead us to con-
jecture that such a cancellation does indeed occur.
As an example, the O(e'In'(Q'/p, ')) behavior of the
individual diagrams of Figs. 5(b)-5(f) would cancel,
leaving O(e'In'(Q'/p, ')) for these corrections

Finally, we consider the effect of vacuum polar-
ization insertions on the photon lines. For each
such insertion the contribution is one order of lnQ'

smaller than the ladder diagrams of the same
power of the coupling constant. This follows
immediately from the argument presented at the
end of Sec. III.

Furthermore, the effect of vacuum polarization
insertions in the photon lines done in all possible
ways continues to exponentiate; only C changes.
For example, if we include at most one insertion
per photon line, our work shows that the appro-
priate 4 is, for the on-shell case,

4 = 4, + 4v~ = In'(Q'/p') + ~ 9 In'(Q'/p').

(4.12)

We have not yet included photon-photon scatter-

FIG. 5. (a) A general type of diagram without pair pro-
duction. (b)-(f) A set of diagrams whose individual lead-
ing contributions may cancel among themselves in anal-
ogy with the diagrams of Fig. 3(c) and 3(d).

FIG. 6. A diagram with interacting fermions from
pair production; alternatively, a diagram with a photon-
photon interaction insertion. We do not consider such
diagrams.
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ings, an example of which is shown in Fig. 6.

V. A'LTERNATE PATHWAYS

AND OTHER FIELD THEORIES

In this section we show how the approximations
we have developed have a natural interpretation in
terms of pathways for infinite momentum. In terms
of this language we qualitatively discuss the possible
exponentiation of the vertex function in spinless
field theories such as A.y'.

We have seen, when Q' is much larger than any
of the internal and external masses, that if a line
carries loop momentum k' (k ) in addition to a
large + (-) component Q we may ignore k' (k )
compared to Q. That a particular internal line is
carrying this large + momentum allows us to "fol-
low" it through the diagram. Recalling q"
= (Q, 0, -Q), we see that a large q'= Q enters the
diagram at the y" vertex and exits in fermion line
b, P', —= Q. Similarly, large negative momentum

P, =—Q enters in fermion line a and flows out of the
y" vertex, q- =-Q.' One sometimes speaks
similarly of pathways in the more standard Feyn-
man parameter approach to asymptotic behavior,
but the connection to a visualizable path seems to
us somewhat remote. This is especially so for
the vertex function since, in the Feynman param-
eter approach, the dominant contributions come
from "singular configurations, " in the language of
Tiktopoulos.

In addition, we can see that an individual prop-
agator must not carry both large + and large—
components, because then its denominator will be

proportional to Q' which cannot be compensated by
numerators Q's (if any). This is well known from
previous infinite- momentum work.

So far we have studied the vector-spinor field
theory (massive QED). In this theory the choice of
infinite momentum pathways is more or less
obvious, "because if the path follows a fermion
propagator, there is a single power of the large
momentum Q in the denominator and a single
power in the numerator which asymptotically cancel
one another, leaving only logarithmic structure.
On the other hand, if the path follows a photon

propagator there is a power of Q in the denominator
and no compensating Q in the numerator (g"' gauge).

In a field theory with only one type of particle,
one must consider all the various paths possible at
a vertex and in general one must allow the pos-
sibility that the large a momentum will fragment
and flow out the various arms of the vertex. Let
us brieQy consider the simplest such theory,
having interaction II, = —,

'
A, y'. This is particularly

simple since we have already performed most of
the integrals involved. For simplicity we put two

external legs of the vertex (I"~3) on shell.
Let us compare everything to the bare vertex

normalized to I as in QED. The O(X') term comes
from the diagram in Fig. 2(a}. The only possible
choice of pathways corresponds to the one we have
already computed. From Eqs. (3.V} and (3.8) it is
just

(5.1)

Next consider O(X'). The straight ladder diagram
again has only one possible choice of pathways, so
from Eq. (3.20) and the integration methods of
Appendix A,

(5.2)

I'~3&»& =—x— +, ln (Q /p, '). (5.3)

In writing Eq. (5.3}we have included the factor of
—,
' in the Feynman rules which arises from the fact
that not all permutations of the internal vertices of
Fig. 3(b) are topologically distinct. Note that the
contribution of diagrams 3(a) and 3(b) is no longer
the third term in an exponential series'4 in the
variable I'~ = (A2/32m Q )ln(Q /p, ).

In sixth and in every order thereafter the scalar
vertex ceases even to be a series in F~ . This is

For the crossed double exchange, however, there
are two choices of pathways. These are indicated
by dot-dashed lines in Fig. 7. To find the asymp-
totic behavior it is sufficient to take the sum of the
two choices computed separately; any partition of
the large momentum between the two choices
would have large + and —momentum flowing
through a common line and hence would give an
over-all contribution -Q ", where n&4. By in-
spection, the two paths shown in Fig. 7 contribute
identically.

Actually, as Eichten and Jackiw'4 have informed
us, there are two additional paths which contribute
to the asymptotic behavior of diagram 3(b}. To
find these additional paths 1st the large (+ ) momen-
tum flow as drawn in one of the diagrams shown

in Fig. 7 and the large (-) momentum flow as in
the other. For these additional paths one internal
line carries both large + and —momentum, and

hence contributes -Q ', while two other internal
lines carry only a single large + momentum.
These paths therefore also contribute -Q 4.

After having been informed of these additional

paths, we have verified the result of Jackiw and
Eichten that these paths contribute asymptotically
-ln'Q' as do the paths indicated in Fig. V. The
tot™alcontribution of the four paths is
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(—)j)(+)
- FIG. 8. A "shortcut" for infinite momentum whi:ch
first arises in 0P.6) is shown. It occurs in all higher
orders as well.

(+)ii (—)

FIG. 7. Alternate paths for infinite momentum in a par-
ticular diagram. The (-) indicates large positive minus
component is carried in the direction of the arrow; simi-
larly the line with a (+) carries large plus component.

not because of incorrect numerical factors, but
because of alternative pathways which lead to
fewer powers of Q in the denominator. These paths
are "shortcuts" which traverse fewer propagators
than one might expect. An example in 0 ()P) is
shown in Fig. 8. This path traverses four internal
lines and gives, aside from logarithms, a contri-
bution -Q ' rather than the Q

' which comes from
the straight ladder in order A.'. One also has
trouble in scalar theories with self-energy and
vertex insertions. For example, the fourth-order
diagram in Fig. 9 has an asymptotic behavior
-Q '1n'Q' which overwhelms the Q 'ln'Q contri-
bution of the straight ladder of the same oi.der in

Problems such as these also occur in studies
of the asymptotic form of the four-point function
in scalar theories. Our remarks are not intended
as a proof that the scalar vertex does not expo-
nentiate. We merely wish to say that one cannot
show it by summing the leading term in each order
of perturbation theory; a complete reordering of

the perturbation series would be necessary. For
other than the self-energy and vertex insertions
of, e.g. , Fig. 9, such a reordering would plausibly
take the following form.

We first redraw a particular pathway in a partic-
ular diagram with its large momentum flowing
through the side legs of the diagram. The pathway
of Fig. 8, for example, may be redrawn as in Fig.
10(a). We then suppose, as we shall discuss in
Sec. VI, that the "exchange" of this unit when

iterated and summed exponentiates by itself. [One
possible iteration is shown in Fig. 10(b).] The
argument of this exponential would be 0 (A. ) con-
tribution to C. The sum of all iterations of the
exchange of both a single particle and this new unit,
with the infinite-momentum pathway restricted to
the side legs, would exponentiate with an argument
4 which is the sum of the 4 for the separate ex-
changes. Such a new type of perturbation theory
as a resolution to similar problems arising in the
four-point function in scalar theory has been
discussed previously 2'

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have summed the leading behavior of a large
class of diagrams in quantum electrodynamics
(with massive photons) in order to find the behavior
of the three-point function at large values of the
momentum transfer Q'. The class of diagrams we
have studied form a gauge-invariant set and are
those which involve no photon-photon scattering
insertions (for vacuum polarization insertions see
below). The leading diagrams for this class are
those in which all internal photons are connected
across the external photon vertex in all possible
ways, i.e., all crossed- and uncrossed-ladder
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FIG. 9. A self-energy correction in
A,@3. Infinite momentum through the
two legs of the self-energy bubble must
be partitioned in all possible ways.

(rainbow) diagrams.
We find that the vertex falls rapidly as Q2-~ in

a particularly elegant form. The fall is faster than

any fixed power oi Q'. More precisely,

C = 1n'(Q'/ p').
(6.1)

(+) (+)

FIG. LO. (a) The diagram of Fig. 8 redrawn so that
infinite momentum flows through the "external" legs.
(b) Ladder-type iteration of diagram (a).

This exponential form was conjectured by Sackiw'
on the basis of his second- and fourth-order cal-
culations. Since we have not kept next to leading
terms, the scale factor p.

' in Eq. (6.1) cannot be
taken seriously. When the external fermions are
off shell, we also find an exponential form which
in the appropriate regime agrees with the calcu-
lations of Sudakov. ' Although the above result was
derived in the spacelike region Q') 0, we believe
that it holds everywhere. One merely replaces

ln'( —Q') - (ln (Q' f-iv)' = ln' JQ' J-ivln JQ' J.

Physically, the damping of the elastic form
factor —an exclusive quantity —reflects the unlike-
lihood of reabsorbing the bremsstrahlung, which
can be emitted by the fermion when it suffers a
large momentum transfer. The more likely pro-
cesses are the inclusive ones —those allowing un-

restricted emission of bremsstrahlung. The in-
terplay between the two types of processes has been
studied in detail for the scattering amplitude in
scalar field theory. ' It will be interesting to see
how this goes for the vertex also. It is interesting
to note also that a model by Mack" which embodies
these physical ideas, but which assumes Poisson
distributions for soft particle emission rather than

employing field theory, obtains an exponential
vertex with an argument -ln'Q' as we have found.

The usual remarks about summing selected parts
of the perturbation series should be applied to our
work. There is no proof that we have obtained the
leading piece of the complete vertex by summing
the leading piece in each order of the coupling
constant expansion. It may be, for example, that
the next to leading terms occur in such overwhelm-
ing numbers that their sum exceeds the leading
term. The hope that this does not happen corre-
sponds physically to some sort of random-phase
approximation —the next-to-leading terms do not
add coherently. Mathematically what is required
is proof of the uniform convergence of the pertur-
bation series with respect to Q'. Needless to say,
we have not yet obtained this proof.

One interesting feature of our results is that the
I', form factor for spin--,' particles becomes iden-
tical as Q'-~ to thy charge form factor of spin-0
particles (see Appendix B). This universality does
not extend to all field theories, however. For A.y'
theory, as Q'-~ only the bare vertex survives.
More interestingly, as Appelquist and Primack'
showed, the result is also different in neutral
pseudoscalar pion-nuclear theory. In this latter
theory the interesting diagrams in each order are
the simple uncrossed-ladder (rainbow) diagrams.
Crossed diagrams, corresponding to Fig. 3(b), are
no longer leading. The vertex again exponentiates
but with an exponent -lnQ' rather than the In'Q'
which we find. This change in the power of the
logarithm occurs because the p-wave nature of the
pion-nucleon coupling suppresses the infrared
logarithm we obtained in the k integrations. When
isospin is introduced into the pseudoscalar field
theory or the vector-spinor theory, all simple
results break down. One of the reasons for this is
that the independence of events required for expon-.
entiation- that photons must be emitted and ab-
sorbed in all possible positions on the fermion
lines —breaks down in a theory with isospin. This
is a problem which also plagues the eikonalization
of the four-point function. It is also worth noting
that radiative corrections on the sides are asymp-
totically important in the pseudoscalar theory, and

also lead to a breakdown of the simple results.
One might imagine introducing a transverse

momentum cutoff on phenomenological grounds as
in Drell, Levy, and Yan. While there is no unique
way to introduce such cutoffs, the most reasonable
way would simply modify the exponential argument
of our vertex according to [see Eq. (3.7) or Appen-
dix A]

2

ln A
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where A -300 MeV is the transverse cutoff. This
would change the asymptotic falloff to a power type
with exponent depending on the coupling constant
as well as the cutoff. Returning again to unsullied
field theory, we saw that the quantity 4 is modified
by vacuum polarization insertions, e.g. , Fig. 3(e).

The fact that the sum of all crossed- and un-
crossed-ladder graphs has a much simpler form
than any of the graphs separately is reminiscent
of the field-theory calculations of scattering am-
plitudes which have been recently made. ' There
are important differences, however. In the scat-
tering case the combination of the crossed and
uncrossed diagrams resulted in the complete can-
cellation of the leading logarithmic terms. The
total amplitude, then free of logarithms, was of a
factorized form in an impact-parameter space.
For the vertex case we study, there is no cancel-
lation of the leading asymptotic terms of the sepa-
rate diagrams. The simplification comes only in
the coefficient of the asymptotic ln'" Q' and leads
to factorization of the vertex itself. One curious
fact is that the contributions of the crossed- and
uncrossed-ladder diagrams are identical in the
far-off-shell Sudakov case but are unequal in the
on-shell case. The greater the number of crosses,
the greater is the coefficient of ln'"Q'. (This is
not obvious in the method presented in Secs. III
and IV. It is clear already in Ref. 7 and can be
seen in general by tedious applications of the
integration procedure outlined in Appendix A. )

One might think that the asymptotic form of the
vertex could be derived trivially by taking the
known eikonal form for the scattering amplitude
and closing one end by a single loop integration.
The resultant expression is divergent, however,
reQecting the fact that certain approximations
valid for the on-shell scattering amplitude cannot
be made for the off-shell amplitude which actually
occurs in the vertex expression'. Presumably
what is required is an eikorial form for the off-shell
scattering amplitude. Indeed progress along such
lines for scalar field theories have been given
recently by Cardy. '~

Despite the differences between the vertex and
scattering amplitude we conjecture that the ex-
ponentiation we have obtained for single-particle
exchange (including vacuum polarization) general-
izes to the exchange of more complicated struc-
tures; see the discussion in Sec. V. The argument
4 of the exponential would then become the sum of
the individual 4's corresponding to the exchange of
all possible connected units. We hope to report on
this and other related matters at a later time.
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APPENDIX A

In this appendix we study the asymptotic behavior
of the quantity defined by Eq. (3.7):

(Al)

In going from Eq. (3.7) to Eq. (Al), we have car-
ried out the trivial angular integration and intro-
duced x=k'. Carrying out the k integration, one
finds

I (j.)
&2

16m'Q' J 0 (& —a&/Q')

x ln Q2A/ab -ln +O(l/Q ) .a+2, a

(A2}

The leading ln'Q' behavior comes entirely from the
first term in the square brackets; we drop the re-
maining terms. The important regions in the
final x integration depend on the fermion masses
m and kgb .

We take up first the on-shell case m, '=mb'=m'.
&hen a=b=x, and 6-Q ab=x+ p,

' —Q 2x . Only in
the region where this denominator factor is vary-
ing -x can the integration build up a ln'Q'. This
occurs for jU.'&x&Q', more precisely for
(1/() p' & x & $'Q', t', t' «1. Thus

I"' —= 2
—lnQ x

2

ln (Q'/y. )+ O((1/Q }lnQ ) .

(A3)

The off-shell case is similar but slightly more
complicated. The final integration in Eq. (A2) can
be done in closed form in terms of a Spence
(dilogarithm) function, but the result is not partic-
ularly enlightening. Introduce the parameter
A. = (m, ' —m')(m, ' —m')/(Q'p'). The important
regions of integration in Eq. (A2) (we arbitrarily
assume jm, 'j & jm, 'j) for jrj»Q»jm, 'j, jm, 'j
»m2, p2 are

jX j p'/e & x & e j m, ' j and jm„' j /e & x & eQ'.
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In this region only, the integrand has an x 'lnx
behavior which integrates to

I "(Q', m,', m.')

ln, ln, + 0 lnQ'

APPENDIX B

In this appendix we briefly discuss the electro-
dynamics of a spin-zero boson. (The boson takes
the place of the fermion. } For ladder graphs of
the general type we have been discussing, such as
Fig. 3, the denominators, corresponding to a
simple scalar theory, are as before. The numer-
ator of, for example, Fig. 3(a) in this theory is

N"=(-I}'(2P,+k,)~&(2P, +k, +k, ) 2

&& (p, + p, + 2k, + 2k, )~ (2p, + k, + k,) 2(2p, + k,)"i.

(BI)

The k, which appear in the numerators cause the
same divergences as in fermion electrodynamics
and are treated in the same fashion. We therefore
ignore them compared to the large components Q
of p, and p, . This constrains N" to be

N" =( 24)'(p. p,-)" (B2)

Ignoring the k, in the numerators compared to Q
once again has constrained the infinite momentum
not to flow in the photon lines, else the entire
function contains uncompensated powers of Q in
the denominator. This fact also tells us that this
numerator is the same for all diagrams with n

photons exchanged. The factor (-2Q')' for two
photons exchanged becomes (-2Q')" for n photons
exchanged.

The main vertex, labeled with p, , is quite differ-

(A4)

as previously described by Sudakov. ' Note that
this result embodies scaling —the right-hand side
is a function only of the two ratios of the three
independent scalar variables.

The asymptotic form of I ' for other regions of
A, which may be of interest is easily found by sim-
ilar arguments. The quantity X does not appear
explicitly in Ref. 8 since there the massless
photon (p'-0) case is assumed ab initio.

FIG. 11. Two examples of seagull diagrams which oc-
cur in scalar electrodynamics. Both are negligible
asymptotically.

ent from fermion electrodynamics. In that case
only p. =~ survives, with no extra momentum fac-
tors. In scalar electrodynamics both p, =+ and

p, =- survive, with large factor Q. In the more
conventional four-momentum labeling, it is only
the zero (or time} component which survives. This
merely reflects the well-known fact that charged
spin-0 fields contribute only to the scalar piece of
the electromagnetic current. The coefficient of
(p, +p,}",the electromagnetic form factor, is the
same falling exponential function that we found for
fermion electrodynamics, Eg. (4.11).

In spin-0 electrodynamics there is one other
class of diagrams we must study. These are the
so-called seagull diagrams. In the fourth order,
for example, these diagrams are illustrated in
Fig. 11. Using these diagrams as examples, we
shall show how all diagrams with quadratic ver-
tices are asymptotically unimportant. Consider
Fig. 11(a) first. The seagull coupling is just
g ~ ag~ 2=4 with no momentum factors. Thus
we cannot cancel the Q ' factor coming from the
propagators of the two internal boson lines l, and

I,. In Fig. 11(b), the seagull vertex again fails to
account for a factor Q. The left-hand photon ver-
tices provide factors to cancel powers of Q, but
in order to do this the coupling must be via the
+ component. Then g--=0 appears at the seagull
vertex. In order to achieve a nonzero factor at
the seagull vertex, we are forced to give up a
factor of Q in the left-hand side. Thus Fig. 11(b)
is also O(Q ') smaller than the diagrams 3(a) and

3(b).
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